
 TEOS  RECESSED LED FIXTURES 
 

FUNCTIONS  :          

       

Lighting for exterior        

Lighting for gardens,        

Lighting for the pedestrian routes,   

Lighting for the garage routes,     

Lighting for decorative footpaths.    

TECHNICAL FEATURES  : 

V     : 230 VAC~ 

Hz    : 50  

Max. W   : 16 W 

Body              : Aluminium 

Max. Static Load: 5000kg 

Colour   : Various colours 

Diffuser   : Polycarbonate 

       - Silicon gaskets are used 

- All screws are stainless steel 

 

 

                                                

Wire cross section(mm2)=  

                    

Net weight      : 6.20 Kg 

Packing       : 1 

Packing Dimensions  : 250x250x250mm 

 
In accordance with the directives of 
 electromagnetic compatibility. 

 
         Total protection against dust and water. 
         (Immersable into water until 1mt. depth.) 
 

  Class I               Basic isolation. 

 
         Don’t install it to flammable areas 
 
         If the lamp cover of the luminaries is       
                              broken replace it by a new one. 

 

     Ta<50˚ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TO ASSEMBLE : 

A. 

1) Turn off the power 

2)  Prepare a hole according to the fixture sizes (In fig A) and the 

cables should be brought to this hole. The cables (3 way cable with 

earth) must be flexible and correct size for the cable glands PG 

13.5 

3) Place gravels at the bottom of the hole (min 20 cm). 

B. 

1)  Seperate the body C of the fixture from the recessing tube G. 

2)  Bring out the energy cable from hole L and place the  recessing 

tube in the ground. The recessing tube should be placed so that the 

when the head is screwed on to the recessing tube the LEDs should 

face the  desired  direction. 

3)  Make sure the yellow plastic bits in point F are holding in their 

place. If those holes are filled with cement the fixture can not be 

mounted. 

4)  After the cement is dry, take out the screws of the connection 

box E. 

5)  Bring the energy cable from through cable gland D   and 

connect it to the connectrion box K. The brown cable is the phase 

line, blue is neutral and yellow/green is earth cable. 

6)  Screw back the cover of the box E. 

7)  If the spare cable gland will not be used, do not remove the 

plastic holder and fully tighten the gland. 

8)  Mount the fixture into the recessing tube with 4 screws (B) 

from inside the box. 

9)  Turn on the power and start operating the fixture. 

 

Please Note:  

- Fixture may not be installed in areas where it will be exposed to 

the horizontal strain from vehicles accelerating, braking, or 

changing direction.  

-  The fixture must be operated under an ambient temperature of 

50°C. Do not operate during the day or around sunset. 

-  To ensure a max. static load of 5000kg, a proper foundation 

has to be made by the customer. The pressure applied to the top of 

the fixture will be transferred to the concrete around the fixture. 

This foundation has to be made on a firm subgrade. The 

surrounding ground should not contain aggressive media such as 

acids, fertilizers, and de-icing agents. Such media will have a 

negative influence on the recessing tube and fixture. 

- At least 20cm of drainage should be provided for under the 

fixture to allow any excess water to drain off.  

2.4 x (Distance in m ) x (Power in Watt) 

(Voltage ) x (Voltage) 

WARNING ! 

 


